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Abstract: The current study examines the realisation of cosmic bounce in two situations involving
two distinct scale factor selections, one of which is a scale factor already developed for bouncing
and the other of which is a scale factor created by truncating a series expansion of a de Sitter scale
factor. Generalized Chaplygin gas (GCG) is assumed to be the background fluid in both situations.
When the scale factor is set to the first kind, the pre-bounce scenario’s GCG energy density decreases
due to contraction, reaches its lowest point at t = 0 during the bounce, and then rises as a result
of expansion following the bounce. However, it is noted that the truncation has an impact on the
density evolution from pre-bounce in the other scale factor scenario. The influence of bulk viscosity
is shown in all circumstances, in addition to the influence of non-viscosity, and the test for stability
makes use of the squared speed of sound. At the turn-around places, the null energy criterion is also
violated. The final stage of the study includes a cosmographic analysis and a demonstration of the
Hubble flow dynamics. In conclusion, we find that inflationary cosmology can also be realized with
GCG as the background fluid for two-scale factor options. When the equivalent cosmic parameter is
examined for pre-bounce and post-bounce scenarios, a symmetry is frequently seen. The symmetry
occurs near the point of bouncing or turning.

Keywords: Generelized Chaplygin gas; scale factor; bounce cosmology; bulk viscosity

1. Introduction

The evolution of the universe may or may not adhere to the conventional inflationary
paradigm, which is a natural question for modern cosmology. An initial singularity is
necessary for standard inflation to proceed. If this is not present, cosmic bounce is taken
into account, in which case no initial singularity is present [1]. We have an alternative to the
Big Bang cosmology in the form of big bounce scenarios. In [1], a bounce cosmology with
modified gravity was demonstrated. It was found that the bouncing point is distinguished
by a type IV singularity. In the models of a bouncing universe, the Big Bang is replaced by a
bounce, releasing the Universe from a primordial singularity. It is well-known that bounce
cosmologies are alternatives to the prevalent inflationary cosmology [2]. Holographic dark
energy theory is among the intriguing possibilities for late-time acceleration. Although there
has been much research on the holographic principle’s late-time applications, specifically
in the dark energy age, there has not previously been much work on implementing it.
Reference [3] took steps forward in this approach in a trailblazing effort and created an
inflationary realization of holographic origin. Inspired by the work of [4], the current
study focuses on bounce realization in the presence of a version of Chaplygin gas. We will
implement bounce cosmology through a model that is more frequently used to describe the
late-time acceleration of the universe, so before moving on to the problems with the bounce
scenario, let us take a look at the literature on the late-time acceleration of the universe.
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One of the most important questions in the context of cosmic expansion is regarding
acceleration. Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) [5], the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [6],
the Wilkinson microwave anisotropy probe (WMAP) [7–11], and large-scale redshift survey
structures (LSS) [12–16] are just a few of the many observational studies of the cosmic
universe that demonstrate that the universe is currently expanding at an accelerated
rate [17]. Although the CMB is isotropic, the universe may not be homogeneous if our
place in the universe is unique. These cosmological models were built using spherically
symmetric models with our location close to the symmetric center [18].

The phrase “dark energy” (DE) refers to a fictitious fluid with negative pressure
driving the universe’s fast expansion. This gravitationally repellent exotic energy exerts
an equation of state (EoS)-parameter-driven repulsion. The EoS parameter is given by
w = p

ρ < −1/3, where p denotes the thermodynamic pressure and ρ denotes the energy
density. This mysterious cosmic fluid makes up nearly three-fourths of the universe’s entire
mass–energy density [19]. It is invisible, just as dark matter is. Astrophysical observations
between cosmic entities can reveal it. DE remains an unknown form of energy. DE, as
a form of exotic energy, is included in the stress–energy–momentum tensor of the field
equations in Einstein’s theory of general relativity. There is a direct correlation between
the universe’s matter–energy and the universe’s global or local geometry in the general
theory of relativity (GTR) [20,21]. DE can be identified by altering the rate at which the
cosmos expands and the rate at which galaxies and gravitationally bound groupings of
galaxies form due to gravitational perturbations [22]. The earliest dark energy theory
states that a fundamental energy density is inherent to vacuum energy [23], a key com-
ponent of Einstein’s cosmological constant [24,25]. Reference [26] observed a method of
vacuum energy’s regularization. The importance of radiative instability and Weinberg’s
no-go theorem is highlighted in [27,28] to emphasize the problem’s global aspect. This
lecture series introduces the specified sequestration, a novel representational strategy for
the cosmological constant problem that integrates renormalization and general relativity
by canceling the vacuum energy of the standard model. Dark energy may be considered
in two different contexts in general. They are the static and dynamic dark energy mod-
els, respectively. The first static dark energy model is the positive cosmological constant
model. However, this static model was unable to explain the current temporal vacuum
energy ambiguity (cosmic coincidence problem). This is why dynamical dark energy
theories were proposed. The simplest candidate of DE is Einstein’s cosmological term
symbolized as Λ with ωΛ = −1 [28–31], introduced by Albert Einstein to augment his
field equations of the general theory of relativity. Numerous dark energy models having
time-varying EoS parameters supported by observations, such as quintessence [32–34],
phantom [35–39], quintom [40–45], tachyon fieldd [46–48], hessence [49,50], k-essence [51],
Chaplygin gas [52–56], and holographic dark energy [57–61], have been presented to iden-
tify the cause behind the cosmic accelerated expansion. Broader pictures of the various
facets of DE in the form of a review is available in the [61–70].

Unified dark energy (UDE) models are especially intriguing in this aspect, as they
have the benefit of simulating both DM and DE features with a single underlying fluid.
The Chaplygin gas (CG) [71–73] was the first UDE prototype, often characterized as a perfect
fluid with an equation of state given by p = − A

ρ with A > 0. The equation of state (EoS)
parameter of the CG interpolates from ω = 0 at early periods to ω = 1 at late times when the
CG energy density achieves a minimal value. This model piqued people’s curiosity because
of its relationship to string theory d-branes. One of the numerous potential sources of dark
energy is Chaplain gas, which can combine cold dark matter (CDM) [74–76], another dark
component of the universe with DE. Additionally, the equation of state specifies this as a
perfect fluid used to explain idealized distributions of matter in general relativity. The CG
model was later generalized to incorporate an additional parameter α with EoS,

p = − A
ρα

. (1)
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This Equation (1) non-homogeneous Chaplygin gas provides a complete, reasonable ar-
gument for linking DE and DM’s numerous functions. This odd fluid demonstrates the most
basic deformations of the most common ΛCDM models. It was first recommended that
α = 1. Following that, it was argued that α 6= 1, conforming to the general result. Sergey
Chaplygin developed this equation of state as a useful mathematical approximation for
determining the aerodynamical lifting force on an aeroplane wing. This isentropic fluid
is only supersymmetrically generalizable. Chaplygin gas is crucial to the narrative of
string theory. The most important aspect of Chaplygin gas is that it can depict a transition
from decelerated cosmic expansion to the current stage of cosmic acceleration, and as a
single component, it can unify dark matter and dark energy, which together comprise
the universe’s dark sector. This non-homogeneous Chaplygin gas gives a wide plausi-
ble explanation for the various functions of DE and DM. This unusual fluid exhibits the
simplest deformations of the most common ΛCDM models. M.C. Bento introduced the
generalized Chaplygin gas (CGC) [77–79] model during the beginning of the twenty-first
century, with A > 0 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 with the equation of state seen in Equation (1). Various
models of Chaplygin gas [80–88] may easily interpolate between a non-relativistic matter
phase with vanishing pressure (p = 0) and a negative-pressure period dominated by DE.

It is crucial to highlight that this late-time acceleration is by no means the only acceler-
ated period of the cosmos. Instead, we may conclude that our contemporary universe is
experiencing an accelerated expansion based on observational investigations. The inflation-
ary phase is another stage of this expansion in the initial stages. Several inconsistencies
in the big bang cosmology were afterward transmitted in the works of [89,90] within the
context of the inflationary cosmology, which is representative of the early cosmos. In [91,92],
it was demonstrated how cosmic acceleration and early inflation can work together. Al-
though the so-called “standard model of the universe” still retains the initial singularity
issue, inflation is now thought to have played a substantial role in the cosmic history of
the universe. A singularity is inevitable if inflation is accomplished using a scalar field
and the background space–time exhibits a typical Einstein action. As a result, a great
deal of effort has been put into finding a solution to this problem using methods such as
effective field theory or quantum gravity effects that breach the null energy requirement
(also known as “island cosmology models”). The issue of cosmic singularity may have
an answer in non-singular bouncing cosmologies. Cosmic bounce hypotheses provide a
distinct viewpoint on the early cosmos [92–95].

The idea of re-expanding a closed universe that had previously collapsed to a highly
dense state was first put forth by Tolman in the 1930s. Since then, other bouncing models
have been proposed to offer a convincing explanation for the origin of our universe.
The key benefit of bouncing cosmology is that it provides a solution to the singularity issue
that plagues the dominant cosmological paradigm [96,97]. The Big Bounce (a seamless
transition from contraction to expansion) takes the place of the singularity of the Big Bang.
Bounce cosmology enables a more comprehensive view of the early cosmos in this way.
This offered a non-phantom standard cosmology that illustrated the transition from the
pre-inflationary to the inflationary period and recovered the recently discovered dark
energy era. Whether the universe expanded following the Big Bang singularity or resulted
from a non-singular bounce scenario is debated among contemporary cosmologists. One
cosmological explanation for the early universe is inflation, which offers a potential solution
to the horizon and flatness issues. Additionally, it forecasts a power spectrum of curvature
perturbations that is almost scale-invariant.

Going further back in time, the inflationary scenario produces the Big Bang singularity,
an initial cosmic singularity in which geodesic incompleteness creates a space–time cur-
vature singularity. An alternative to inflation is bouncing cosmology, which can produce
a curvature power spectrum invariant with regard to scale, and the bouncing scenario
leads to the evolution of the universe with no singularity [96–102]. When the contraction
in the matter bounce scenario begins, the cosmos goes through a period in which matter
dominates. Furthermore, a bounce occurs in the absence of a singularity. In other words, it
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indicates that the universe transitioned smoothly from an accelerated collapse phase to an
expanding age. Following the bounce, the universe entered a phase of matter-dominated
expansion. Numerous varieties of finite-time singularities in cosmology, other than the
Big Bang singularity, are addressed in [103]. The worst of them all is the Big Rip or Type I
singularity. Finite temporal singularities of Type II, III, and IV are equivalent. In the case
of a Type I, II, or III singularity, the universe’s effective energy density and/or effective
pressure diverge at the point of singularity. In contrast, the effective energy density and
effective pressure of the universe remain finite during the instance of singularity in the Type
IV singularity, making the Type IV singularity the milder of the finite time singularities.
Specifically, unlike the Big Rip singularity, the Type IV singularity lacks geodesic incom-
pleteness. As a result, the universe can easily pass through a Type IV singularity (if any),
and the Type IV singularity does not cause catastrophic events to the observable quantities.

The four most fundamental energy states employed in GR are null, weak, strong,
and dominant. The well-known Hawking–Penrose singularity refers to the strong energy
condition (SEC), whose violation causes the observed rapid expansion. The null energy
condition (NEC) is a prerequisite for proving the second law of black hole thermodynamics.
For singularity theorems, they appear to rule out a bounce. It can be demonstrated that
unless matter violates the null energy condition (NEC), a spatially flat, homogeneous,
and isotropic space–time cannot experience a nonsingular bounce. There are some in-
triguing NEC-violating hypotheses that might result in a bounce or other “restart” of the
cosmos. However, breaking the NEC without causing severe short-distance instability is
challenging. In compact dimensions, known stable sources such as orientifolds and Casimir
energy densities break the NEC. In an accelerating universe (either during primordial
inflation or the current dark energy dominance), the NEC violation from these sources is a
crucial component in stabilising Ricci flat extra dimensions (such as Calabi–Yau compacti-
fications). However, because the volume of the compact space is inversely proportional
to the NEC violation from these sources, they cannot be employed to initiate bounces in a
noncompact/large universe.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we demonstrate bounce
realization with Chaplygin gas. In Section 3, the bounce cosmology with respect to an
e-folding number is demonstrated. The violation of the null energy condition is tested in
Section 4. A cosmographic analysis is carried out in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss the
Hubble flow dynamics. Inflation via a scalar field is discussed in Section 7. The work is
concluded in Section 8.

2. Bounce Realization with Chaplygin Gas

This section is devoted to the discussion of the realization of cosmological bounce
with Chaplygin gas. In this context, let us mention that the study of cosmological bounce
in the presence of Chaplygin gas is not new. Earlier, Salehi [4] discussed a realization of
cosmological bounce in the presence of an extended Chaplygin gas model with an EoS as
p = Aρ − B

ρα and found solutions for a singularity-free cosmological model through a
cyclic universe with the minimal and maximal values of the scale factor. In another study,
Chattopadhyay [100] demonstrated a detailed account of the possibility of the realization
of cosmological bounce in the presence of modified Chaplygin gas. Pourhassan [104] dis-
cussed the unification of early inflationary expansion with late-time acceleration through
Chaplygin gas cosmology. A survey of these studies motivated us to work on the possibility
of bounce realization with different versions of scale factors and in the presence of bulk
viscous pressure. In the context of the work to be reported in the subsequent sections, we
would like to mention that the bouncing cosmology provides an alternative to traditional
expanding cosmologies by avoiding an initial singularity. The cosmos expands once more
after a brief period of constriction due to the cost, which is brought on by speculation
about some hypothetical new physics at the bounce. Since viscosity is typically simply
parametrized in physically driven situations, it is still unclear if isotropization may gen-
uinely occur in these situations. Even though viscosity coefficients have a long history
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in cosmology, their physical relevance has traditionally been regarded as minor, if not
subdominant. Viscosity is believed to have the largest impact during neutrino decoupling
in theories of the very early cosmos [105]. The singularity problem of the conventional
Big Bang cosmology may be resolved by a bouncing universe, which first contracts to a
non-vanishing minimum radius before expanding. It can be demonstrated that after a
successful bounce, the null energy condition (NEC) is broken for a while in the context of
the typical 4-dimensional Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmology with Einstein
gravity. Additionally, the Equation of state(EoS) parameter of the universe’s matter content
ω must change from ω < −1 to ω > −1 in order for the universe to enter the hot Big Bang
epoch following the bouncing [106–108]. Today’s late-time accelerating and the early-time
inflation are generally acknowledged as two accelerated epochs in the development of
the cosmos. These two accelerating periods’ strong resemblances suggest that the same
basic event is responsible for their beginning [109–135]. To start with, we have considered
two bouncing scale factors from the [136,137]. In [136], the authors looked at how f (T)
gravity may be used to realize the matter bounce cosmology. They recreated the particular
form of f (T) that creates an explicit scale-factor form that connects matter-like contraction
and expansion through a smooth nonsingular bounce phase. They explored an alternate
strategy to escape the Big Bang singularity encountered in the conventional inflationary
cosmology using their study, which demonstrated the potential of integrating the f (T)
gravity and bounce cosmologies. Consider the nonsingular scale factor from [136],

a(t) = a0

(
1 +

3t2σ

2

) 1
3

. (2)

where a0 is the scale factor at the bouncing point and σ is a positive parameter describing the
speed with which the bounce occurs. Such a method demonstrates the bouncing behavior
associated with matter-dominated contraction and expansion, as well as the advantage of
allowing for semi-analytic solutions. In this case, t ranges between −∞ and +∞, with t = 0
serving as the bounce point.

Therefore, the equivalent Hubble parameter, whicht assesses how quickly the cosmos
is expanding, is

H =
tσ

1 + 3t2σ
2

. (3)

Let us talk about the scenario we provide in this paper, which is based on the idea that
a de Sitter bounce occurred during the pre-inflationary period of the universe and that this
was subsequently followed by a quasi-de Sitter era. In [137] the authors extracted the de
Sitter scale factor solution,

a(t) = a0eH0t . (4)

with a0 and H0 as constants of integration. In this part, we have modified this scale factor
Equation (4) for generating the bounce in more detail. It is well-known that the cosmic
scale factor, which links comoving distances to distances at some reference time, is a
time-dependent function that describes the universe’s expansion. a(t), which is equal to
1 at today’s point, is the symbol for the cosmic scale factor. In the standard inflationary
cosmology paradigm, the inflationary time is measured using a de Sitter or quasi-de Sitter
development. We must always ensure that the inflationary period is long enough to allow
for the resolution of any issues with the cosmology of the traditional Big Bang hypothesis.
Equation (4) can be written as using the expansion of the function ex

a(t) = a0

(
1 + H0t +

H2
0 t2

2!
+

H3
0 t3

3!
+

H4
0 t4

4!
+

H5
0 t5

5!
+

H6
0 t6

6!
+ ....

)
. (5)

Here, we have considered two cases:
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Case-1

Here, we have considered expansion of scale factor Equation (5) upto 4rth order of
cosmic time t.

a(t) = a0

(
1 + H0t +

H2
0 t2

2!
+

H3
0 t3

3!
+

H4
0 t4

4!

)
. (6)

by taking assumption H0 < 2.5.

Therefore, the Hubble parameter is

H =
4H0

(
6 + 6H0t + 3H0

2t2 + H0
3t3
)

24 + 24H0t + 12H0
2t2 + 4H0

3t3 + H0
4t4

. (7)

Case-2

Now, we have taken expansion of scale factor Equation (5) upto 5th order of cosmic
time t. a(t) = a0

(
1 + H0t +

H2
0 t2

2!
+

H3
0 t3

3!
+

H4
0 t4

4!
+

H5
0 t5

5!

)
. (8)

by taking assumption H0 < 3.

Then,

H =
5H0

(
24 + 24H0t + 12H0

2t2 + 4H0
3t3 + H0

4t4
)

120 + 120H0t + 60H0
2t2 + 20H0

3t3 + 5H0
4t4 + H0

5t5
(9)

Here, we have plotted three Hubble parameters and shown their bounce cosmology
in Figure 1. In the first two cases, H < 0 is the pre-bounce scenario, H = 0 is the bouncing
point, and H > 0 is the post-bounce scenario. We would like to mention that in all the plots,
the unit of cosmic time t is Gyr, and the unit of dark energy density is J/m3.

As anticipated, given the bouncing behavior, the Hubble parameter expands from
the early cosmos and disappears at the epoch t = 0 before continuing to rise (Figure 1
(left panel)). In Figure 1 (middle panel), there is also a non-singular bounce, although in
Figure 1 (right panel), we can see a bounce singularity. In this study, we have compared
nonsingular bounce cosmologies by taking bouncing scale factors from Equation (2) and
from a modified Equation (6) with a background fluid consisting of a generalized Chaplygin
gas (GCG).

Now, we have considered the background evolution fluid as a barotropic GCG whose
equation of state (EoS) [138] is

P =
−B
ρα

, (10)

where we have denoted thermodynamic pressure as P and total energy density as ρ; and B
is a positive constant, and α lies between 0 and 1. The GCG model may be used to explain
both the development of the energy density perturbation and the rapid growth of a late
epoch. This unification is driven by Equation (10), the equation of state of the background
fluid. We assume that dark energy and dark matter constitute the totality of the universe
throughout this work, while dark matter under no pressure leads to Pm = 0. In doing so, we
have overlooked the contributions of other components. In a Friedmann–Robertson–Walker
(FRW) universe dominated by bulk viscous fluid, the Friedmann’s field equations [138] are

6ä
a

= −(ρ + 3(P + Π)) , (11)

and
3H2 = ρTotal , (12)

where, Π be the bulk viscous pressure of background evolution of universe.
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The early stage of the universe’s expansion is thought to be driven by a viscous
Chaplygin gas, with Pi being the bulk viscous pressure and Π being given by Π = −3Hξ,
where ξ is a function of the Hubble parameter. Using the conservation equation for
pressureless dark matter once more, we can see that

˙ρm + 3Hρm = 0 . (13)

Or, ρm = ρm0a(t)−3 . (14)

where, ρm be the dark matter density.
We derive the Hubble parameters of Equations (3) and (7) from the scale factors in

Equations (2) and (6), respectively.

Figure 1. Behavior of Hubble parameters for the scale factors in Equation (2) (left panel), Equation (6)
(middle panel), and Equation (8) (right panel) with σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6,
and H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) for the lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respectively.

2.1. Bouncing Model-I

In this subsection, we report a special case study by taking the bouncing scale factor
from Equation (2), where the background fluid is GCG. From Equation (12), we can obtain
the total density of background fluid as

ρTotal =
12t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2 (15)

Therefore, expression of thermodynamic pressure will be as follows:

P = −12−αB

(
t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

)−α

. (16)

Here, we have found that in the pre-bounce scenario, the GCG energy density in
Figure 2 (left panel) reduces owing to contraction, reaches its lowest point at t = 0 during
the bounce, and increases after the bounce because of expansion. This illustration shows a
fast rise in density caused by inflation, followed by a stability of density throughout later
periods of the cosmos, which is consistent with the inflationary theory of the universe.
The symmetry of the plots around the bouncing point is due to the presence of t2 in
the related expressions. Because of t2, the plots have symmetry around the bouncing
point. The continuous and controlled background development of the energy density is
present.Confirmed At t = 0, the bounce is very noticeable. Thermodynamic pressure in
Figure 3 (right panel), which is negative pressure, supports the dark energy era in addition
to GCG as background fluid. Therefore, from the equation of state parameter ω = P

ρ , we
obtain

ω = −12−1−αB

(
t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

)−1−α

. (17)
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From Equations (11), (15), and (16), we obtain the bulk viscous pressure,

Π =

12−α

(
t2σ2

(2+3t2σ)
2

)1−α(
−23+2α3ασ

(
t2σ2

(2+3t2σ)
2

)α

+ B
(
2 + 3t2σ

)2
)

t2σ2 . (18)

Therefore, we can obtain an effective EoS parameter by ωe f f = P+Π
ρ , and from

Π = −3Hξ, we can derive the viscosity coefficient Ξ as

ξ =

8− 12−αBt2σ

(
t2σ2

(2+3t2σ)
2

)−1−α

6t(2 + 3t2σ)
. (19)

We have plotted the bulk viscous pressure and viscosity coefficient in Figure 3. The pre-
bounce contraction stage comes first. The bulk viscous pressure is negative in the pre-
bounce scenario, but the viscosity coefficient ξ also appears to be negative, as shown in
the left panel of Figure 3. This is in contrast to what occurs in the post-bounce scenario,
where ξ must be unavoidably positive to maintain the bulk viscous pressure Π as negative.
It should be noticed that H is negative during the pre-bounce contracting phase. Thus,
Π = −3Hξ < 0 holds true if ξ is negative. Therefore, the negative sign of ξ in the pre-
bounce situation is compatible with Π < 0. Further analysis reveals that the effects of bulk
viscosity gradually increase during post-bounce expansion and gradually decrease during
contraction. Once more, it is clear that the denominator of this equation, Equation (15),
reaches zero at the point of bouncing, t = 0. The growth of the reconstructed EoS parameter
(left panel) diverges as a result, as seen in Figure 4. The EoS parameter crosses the phantom
border both before and after the bounce. In spite of its effectiveness, the EoS parameter
(right panel) avoids the Big Rip singularity in the post-bounce scenario.

Figure 2. Evolution of reconstructed energy density (left panel) and thermodynamic pressure (right
panel) for bouncing model I with σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the
lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respectively.

Figure 3. Evolution of the reconstructed bulk viscous pressure Π in the (left panel) and
evolution of the bulk viscosity co-efficient ξ in the (right panel) for bouncing model I with
σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue,
Green respectively.
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Figure 4. Behavior of reconstructed EoS parameter in (left panel) and effective EoS parameter in
(right panel) for bouncing model I with σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for
the lines coloured in Green, Blue, Red, Black for (left panel) and Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green for (right
panel) respectively.

Now we investigate the density parameter, Ω. The ratio of the observed (or real)
density to the Friedmann universe’s critical density is known as the density parameter.
The cosmos is on the approach of reaching the critical density that would cause it to
expand indefinitely, according to several studies that seek to explain the universe’s rate
of expansion. We portrayed density as a fraction of the density required for this critical
condition in order to investigate the universe’s expansion in a novel manner. In order to
prove that dark energy rules our universe throughout this epoch of expansion, we looked at
fractional densities. It is believed that the Big Bang’s early history was initially dominated
by radiation, then by matter, and that dark energy presently has the most effect. Let us
define the fractional densities [139]

ΩEnergy =
1

3H2 ρEnergy. (20)

ΩMatter =
1

3H2 ρMatter. (21)

Here,
ΩEnergy + ΩMatter = 1. (22)

Therefore, for this case,

ΩMatter =
ρm0(2 + 3t2σ)

12t2σ2 . (23)

ΩEnergy = 1−ΩMatter. (24)

We have carried out a stability analysis using the square of the speed of
sound [140] in the framework of Einstein’s gravity.

V2
s =

dp
dρ

. (25)

The model’s stability is determined by V2
s ≥ 0. If the value is negative, it indicates

that the model is unstable. We have included the squared speed of sound below for GCG
reconstruction schemes in Einstein’s framework for the bouncing scale factor in Equation (2)
and plotted V2

s versus cosmic time t.
It is evident from the plot of the reconstructed fractional densities over cosmic time t

in Figure 5 (left panel) that the universe is changing from a structure that is dominated by
matter to a structure that is dominated by energy. With the help of the GCG background
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evolution fluid, the aforementioned graphic shows that dark matter is becoming weaker
over time, while dark energy is becoming stronger. In the framework of Einstein’s theory
of gravity, the square speed of sound Figure 5 (right panel) diverges at the bouncing point
for the model I. This suggests that the model may be unstable at the bouncing point and
calls for more research.

Figure 5. Evolution of fractional density (left panel) with σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32,
a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respectively and stability anal-
ysis (right panel) with σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the overlapping
lines coloured in Red, Green, Blue, Black for (right panel) for bouncing model I.

2.2. Bouncing Model II

In this part, we discuss a unique instance of the research using the bouncing Noijoiri–
Odintsov scale factor from Equation (6), with the background fluid being GCG. We may
obtain the total density of background fluid by using Equation (12).

ρTotal =
48H0

2
(

6 + 6H0t + 3H0
2t2 + H0

3t3
)2

(
24 + 24H0t + 12H0

2t2 + 4H0
3t3 + H0

4t4
)2 . (26)

Therefore, the thermodynamic pressure is

P = −48−αB

 H0
2
(

6 + 6H0t + 3H0
2t2 + H0

3t3
)2

(
24 + 24H0t + 12H0

2t2 + 4H0
3t3 + H0

4t4
)2


−α

. (27)

We have plotted energy density and thermodynamic pressure with respect to cosmic
time t in the following Figure 6 (left panel) and Figure 6 (right panel) respectively. In order
to maintain a positive energy density (left panel) throughout the entire process, the minimal
matter geometry coupling scale factor parameter H0 should be restricted to a positive
value that is less than 2.5. We discovered that in the pre-bounce scenario, the GCG energy
density reduces owing to contraction, reaches its lowest value at the bouncing point,
and increases due to expansion after the bounce. Since it does not depict a sudden increase
in density brought on by inflation but rather a progressive stabilization of energy density
over time, this image does not support the inflationary expansion of the cosmos. Negative
thermodynamic pressure supports the model’s input from dark energy Figure 6 (right
panel).
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Figure 6. Evolution of reconstructed energy density (left panel) and thermodynamic pressure
(right panel) with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) for the lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respec-
tively for bouncing model II

The EoS parameter ω can be represented as

ω = −48−1−αB

 H0
2
(

6 + 6H0t + 3H0
2t2 + H0

3t3
)2

(
24 + 24H0t + 12H0

2t2 + 4H0
3t3 + H0

4t4
)2


−1−α

(28)

Therefore, the bulk viscous pressure is

Π = 48−αB
(

H0
2(6+6H0t+3H0

2t2+H0
3t3)

2

(24+24H0t+12H0
2t2+4H0

3t3+H0
4t4)

2

)−α

− 16H0
2(6+6H0t+3H0

2t2+H0
3t3)

2

(24+24H0t+12H0
2t2+4H0

3t3+H0
4t4)

2 −
8H0(6+6H0t+3H0

2t2+H0
3t3)

24+24H0t+12H0
2t2+4H0

3t3+H0
4t4

(29)

Furthermore, the derived effective EoS parameter ωe f f is

ωe f f = −
24+12H0

2t(1+t)+H0
4t3(2+t)+12H0(1+2t)+2H0

3t2(3+2t)
6H0(6+6H0t+3H0

2t2+H0
3t3)

(30)

Thus, we have the viscosity coefficient ξ,

ξ = X+Y
Z , (31)

where X = 192 + 96H0 + 192H0t + 96H0
2t + 96H0

2t2 + 48H0
3t2 + 32H0

3t3 + 16H0
4t3 +

8H0
4t4,

Y = −48−αBH0(6 + H0t(6 + H0t(3 + H0t)))
(

H0
2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

)−1−α
,

and Z = 12(24 + H0t(24 + H0t(12 + H0t(4 + H0t)))).
It should be noted once more that the denominator of Equation (28) tends zero at

the moment of bounce, t → 0. This results in a diverging increase of the reconstructed
EoS parameter (left panel), as seen in Figure 7. Both before and after the bounce, the EoS
parameter crosses the phantom barrier. In Figure 7 (right panel) we have plotted effective
EoS parameter. Now, we have represented reconstructed bulk-viscous pressure in Figure 8
(left panel) and bulk-viscous co-efficient in Figure 8 (right panel). In the early universe, the
impact of bulk viscous pressure is negligible although according to further investigation,
the impacts of bulk viscosity steadily grow during post-bounce expansion. The positive
sign of ξ is therefore consistent with Π < 0 as H > 0 in the post-bounce scenario.
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Figure 7. Behavior of reconstructed EoS parameter (left panel) with H0 = (2.3, 2.1, 1.9, 1.7) for the
lines coloured in Black, Red, Blue, Green respectively and effective EoS parameter (right panel)
with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) for the lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respectively for
bouncing model II.

Figure 8. Evolution of the reconstructed bulk viscous pressure Π (left panel) and bulk viscosity
co-efficient ξ (right panel) with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) for the lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue,
Green respectively for bouncing model II.

We have thus computed a reconstructed ΩMatter and ΩEnergy for the scale factor from
Equation (6) using Equations (26), (20), and (7), and this can be evaluated as follows:

ΩEnergy =
−288ρm0 + a0

3H0
2(6 + H0t(6 + H0t(3 + H0t)))2(24 + H0t(24 + H0t(12 + H0t(4 + H0t))))

a03H0
2(6 + H0t(6 + H0t(3 + H0t)))2(24 + H0t(24 + H0t(12 + H0t(4 + H0t))))

. (32)

ΩMatter = 1−ΩEnergy . (33)

Now, utilizing the square speed of sound from Equation (25) in the context of Einstein’s
theory of gravity, we conduct a stability analysis. V2

s ≥ 0 determines the stability of the
model. A negative number suggests that the model is unstable. We have plotted V2

s
with cosmic time t and added the squared speed of sound below for GCG reconstruction
approaches in Einstein’s framework for the bouncing scale factor from Equation (6). The
plot of the reconstructed fractional densities over cosmic time t in Figure 9 (left panel)
shows that the universe is transitioning from a structure that is dominated by matter to a
structure that is dominated by energy. The aforementioned figure demonstrates that dark
matter is weakening with time while dark energy is strengthening with the aid of the GCG
background evolution fluid. In Figure 9 (right panel) V2

s ≥ 0 determines the stability of the
model in both pre and post bounce scenarios. The square speed of sound diverges at the
model’s bouncing point within the context of Einstein’s theory of gravity. This shows that
the model could be unstable at the bouncing point and requires more investigation.
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Figure 9. Evolution of fractional density (left panel) with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) and B = 2.3 for the
lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respectively and stability analysis (right panel) in the
range of H0 < 2.5 shown by Black line for bouncing model II.

3. Bounce Cosmology with Respect to E-Folding Number

For every bouncing layout associated with inflationary data, we have established
the theory of perturbations for the framework of GCG evolution, and this is crucial to
us. Particularly, the Hubble horizon contracts before the bounce phase and decays more
quickly than the produced vacuum state fluctuations’ wavelengths. After bouncing out
of the Hubble radius, the fluctuations re-enter the inner regions of the horizon during the
expanding phase. Now, we have thought about the e-folding time scale N [141,142], which
is the base-e equivalent of doubling time in physics, is the period of time during which
an exponentially expanding quantity rises by a factor of exp, related to the scale factor as
given in spite of cosmic time t:

e−N =
a0

a
. (34)

Alternatively, N = ln( a
a0
), which implies H = Ṅ.

The e-folding number, N = ln( a
a0
), has been shown to be unaffected by perturbations

in this measure; therefore, it may be used as a natural time coordinate instead of the
cosmological time, t. Thus, we demonstrate that there is a straightforward relationship
between the derivative of the fundamental equations with respect to the parameter N and
the perturbation equations in the long wavelength limit. This finding suggests that the
gauge used for the perturbation equations and the time coordinate used for the background
equations are uniquely correlated.

Therefore, we have converted the cosmic time scale t into the e-folding time scale N
and derived the thermodynamic pressure, density, EoS parameter, and an effective equation
of state in terms of the e-fold number for both the models. Lastly, we have plotted pressure,
density, and the effective equation of state against the time derivative of the e-fold number.

In Figures 10 and 11 we have plotted energy density, thermodynamic pressure, EoS
parameter and effective EoS parameter with respect to cosmic time for bouncing model I
and II respectively which are consistent with evolution of the universe.
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Figure 10. Symmetric behavior of thermodynamic pressure (upper left panel), density (upper right
panel) with σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the lines coloured in Orange,
Red, Blue, Green respectively, and EoS parameter (lower left panel) and effective equation of state
parameter (lower right panel) with previous all constraints for the lines coloured in Black, Red, Blue,
Green respectively in terms of e-folding number for first bouncing model.

Figure 11. Symmetric behavior of thermodynamic pressure (upper left panel), density (upper right
panel) with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5), α = 0.6 and B = 2.3 for the lines coloured in Orange, Red, Blue,
Green respectively, EoS parameter (lower left panel) and effective equation of state parameter (lower
right panel) with previous all constraints for the lines coloured in Black, Red, Blue, Green respectively
in terms of e-folding number for second bouncing model.
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4. Violation of Energy Conditions

In general relativity, high-energy physics, and cosmology, the null energy condition
(NEC) [143–146] is traditionally assumed. This NEC criteria states that the energy den-
sity (ρ) and pressure (P) together remain non-negative for ideal fluids. The total energy
density, or the Hubble parameter H, always falls in an expanding universe if the NEC is
fulfilled. On the other hand, NEC fulfilment causes the total energy density to continuously
rise in a shrinking universe, where H < 0. In this study we have investigated cosmological
parameters of non-singular bouncing scenario. This kind of non-singular bounce uses a
stress-energy that violates the NEC, hence whether it succeeds or fails depends on whether
the NEC can be violated without causing pathologies. If we consider Ḣ = − 1

2 (ρ + p), we
clearly understand that ρ + p has to be necessarily negative in order for Ḣ to be positive.
Thus, for a transition from pre-bounce contraction to post-bounce expansion, we require the
violation of the null energy condition. It may be noted that the energy conditions (ECs) are
a collection of linear equations that show that gravity is always attractive and that energy
density cannot be negative. No linear combination of density and pressure, according to
ECs, can be negative. They come from Raychaudhuri’s equation and are needed in the
investigation of wormholes and the thermodynamics of black holes. ECs are identified as

dθ

dτ
= −1

3
θ2 − σµνσµν + ωµνωµν − Rµνuµuν , (35)

dθ

dτ
= −1

2
θ2 − σµνσµν + ωµνωµν − Rµνnµnν , (36)

where the expansion factor is θ, the null vector is nµ, and the shear term σµν and the rotation
term ωµν are associated with the vector field uµ . For attractive gravity, the constraints are

Rµνuµuν ≥ 0 (37)

Rµνnµnν ≥ 0 (38)

As a result, the energy conditions that may be obtained from a conventional GR under
the assumption of a perfect fluid matter distribution are:

1. ρ + P ≥ 0, Null Energy Condition (NEC); (39)

2. ρ + 3P ≥ 0, and ρ + P ≥ 0, Strong Energy Condition (SEC); (40)

3. ρ > |P| ≥ 0, Dominant Energy Condition (DEC); (41)

4. ρ ≥ 0, and ρ + P ≥ 0, Weak Energy Condition (WEC). (42)

4.1. Energy Condition Investigation

In this section and next we have investigated energy conditions in the context of
bounce and GCG scenario.

4.1.1. Bounce Model-I

We can obatin the energy density and thermodynamic pressure from
Equations (15) and (16) as follows:

NEC = −12−αB

(
t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

)−α

+
12t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2 (43)
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SEC = 3

−12−αB

(
t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

)−α

+
4t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

 (44)

DEC = 12−αB

(
t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

)−α

+
12t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2 (45)

To achieve a successful non-singular bounce, the EoS parameter has to cross the
phantom split and hence break the NEC. The following numbers show the breaches of
energy criteria. The figures demonstrate that the bouncing epoch is not surrounded by
a singularity. On the other hand, the energy conditions symmetrically evolve around
the bouncing point. The energy conditions ρ + P and ρ + 3P deviate from their expected
values in the vicinity of the bounce, as would be expected for a matter bounce scenario.
This clear indication of an energy condition violation causes the model to evolve in the
phantom phase.

4.1.2. Bounce Model-II

Here, we have obtained energy conditions from energy density and thermodynamic
pressure of second bouncing model from Equations (26) and (27) as follows:

NEC = −48−αB
(

H0
2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

)−α
+

48H0
2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

(46)

SEC = 3(−48−αB
(

H0
2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

)−α
+ 16H0

2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2 ) (47)

DEC = 48−αB
(

H0
2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

)−α
+ 48H0

2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2 (48)

In Figure 12, we display the violation of the energy criterion for both models. The evo-
lution of the energy conditions in modelI is shown in the left panel, while the evolution of
the energy conditions in modelI I is shown in the right panel. Additionally, we demonstrate
in the figures that the strong energy condition (black line) is broken and the dominant
energy condition (green line) is met for both the models. Near the bounce, the null energy
condition (red line) is broken in first model and just barely broken in second model. Ad-
ditionally, the violation of the strong energy condition when the null energy condition is
broken is the evident phenomenon. The strong energy constraint, however, has been seen
to be broken throughout the evolution of modelI for the graphical representation, and, to
a lesser extent, for modelI I around the bounce period. For both the models weak energy
condition is also achieved (blue line) for pre and post bounce scenario. It is important to
note that the non-singular bounce solution is related to the early universe’s violation of the
null energy requirement. The identical observation that supports the universe’s bouncing
solution has been made in the current work.
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Figure 12. Behaviorof energy conditions for model I (left panel) and for model II (right panel) by the
lines coloured in [(NEC by Red), (SEC by Black), (DEC by Green), (WEC by Blue)].

5. Roles of Geometrical Parameters

Geometrical parameters are crucial for analysing models in any gravity theory. In the
section that follows, we employ a method known as “cosmography” [147–152] to de-
scribe the evolution of the universe. It is solely based on the cosmological principle and
certain equivalence-principle-related conclusions. The words “cosmography” and “cosmo-
kinematics” are interchangeable. Recall that kinematics is the branch of mechanics that
explains body motion irrespective of the forces driving it. In this view, the kinematics of
cosmic expansion are all that cosmography reflects. The laws of motion (Einstein’s equa-
tion) plus some assumptions about the universe’s substance make it possible to create the
energy–momentum tensor, which is necessary to construct the fundamental cosmological
variable a(t). Cosmography is most effective when it can test any cosmological hypothesis
that complies with the cosmological principle. Changes to general relativity or the addition
of new elements (such as DM or DE) certainly alter the dependency a(t), but they have no
bearing whatsoever on the expansion of the universe’s kinematics. The Hubble parameter
H(t), which measures the rate of the universe’s expansion, is time-dependent. The decel-
eration parameter q(t) is used to quantify this dependence. For q < 0, the scaling factor
grows at an accelerated pace. When the deceleration parameter’s sign was first specified,
it appeared obvious that gravity was the primary factor controlling the dynamics of the
universe and that this should cause the universe to expand more slowly. The natural desire
to deal with positive amounts thus dictated the sign’s selection. This decision proved to
be incongruent with the dynamics that could be seen and turned into a historical puzzle.
It is helpful to think about the expanded set of the parameters in order to understand the
kinematics of the cosmic expansion in greater detail.

H(t) =
1
a

da
dt

(HubbleParameter) (49)

q(t) = −1
a

d2a
dt2 (H(t))−2, Deceleration Parameter (50)

j(t) = −1
a

d3a
dt3 (H(t))−3, Jerk Parameter (51)

s(t) = −1
a

d4a
dt4 (H(t))−4, Snap Parameter (52)

s(t) = −1
a

d5a
dt5 (H(t))−5, Lerk Parameter (53)

Other geometrical characteristics, such as the jerk parameter (j) and snap parameter (s),
are included in addition to the Hubble and deceleration parameters. The snap parameter
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monitors the jerk rate, whereas the jerk parameter determines the rate of acceleration
change. The sign of j is crucial to determining whether the universe evolves since the
deceleration parameter is insufficient to explain all of cosmic dynamics. It is important
to be aware that a positive jerk parameter denotes a shift in the universe’s expansion at
some time in its history. The state finder pair, also known as the (j,s) pair, may be used to
differentiate between various dark energy theories.

5.1. Bounce Model I

In this subsection we have derived cosmographic parameters for first bouncing model.

q(t) =
1
2
− 1

t2σ
(54)

j(t) = 1− 6
t2σ

(55)

s(t) = −7
2
+

6
(
−1 + 7t2σ

)
t4σ2 (56)

Figure 13 displays the cosmographic parameters’ graphical behaviour. Regardless of
the typical values of σ, all of these parameters suffer singularity during the bounce epoch
and are symmetric around the bounce point. The deceleration parameter’s positive value
suggests a decelerating universe, whereas its negative value indicates an accelerating uni-
verse. The deceleration parameter, which approaches −1 at early and late times, validates
the accelerating behaviour of the mathematical models and is in line with the current obser-
vational value of q. In the figures of the right panel, we have highlighted the geometrical
parameters’ late-time behaviour. In accordance with the late-time graphical behaviour that
agrees with the most recent observational estimate of the deceleration parameter at the
current age of the Universe. It completely stays in the negative range, initially decreasing
and then increasing after encountering a singularity at the bounce, finally settling at −1.
The jerk parameter demonstrates unfavourable behaviour throughout and changes from
a huge value to a sharp fall to a singularity to a sharp increase once more. As we move
away from the bounce epoch, the snap parameter crosses zero again before reaching its
maximum value. At the same time, the snap parameter displays single behaviour in the
negative profile.

5.2. Bounce Model II

Cosmographic parameters for second bouncing model as follows:

q(t) = −3(2 + H0t(2 + H0t))(24 + H0t(24 + H0t(12 + H0t(4 + H0t))))
4(6 + H0t(6 + H0t(3 + H0t)))2 (57)

j(t) =
3(1 + H0t)(24 + H0t(24 + H0t(12 + H0t(4 + H0t))))2

8(6 + H0t(6 + H0t(3 + H0t)))3 (58)

s(t) =
3(24 + H0t(24 + H0t(12 + H0t(4 + H0t))))3

32(6 + H0t(6 + H0t(3 + H0t)))4 (59)
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Figure 13. Behavior of geometrical parameters for model I with σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32,
a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the lines coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respectively.

The graphical behaviour of the cosmographic parameters is shown in Figure 14. All
of these parameters experience singularity during the bounce period and are symmetric
around the bounce point, regardless of the typical values of H0. A universe that is decelerat-
ing is suggested by a positive value for the deceleration parameter, whereas an accelerating
world is suggested by a negative value. The cosmos is accelerating, as evidenced by the
growth of the deceleration parameter towards a negative value, or q→ −0.8, post bouncing
point. Deceleration parameter is through out negative in the history of the evolution for
this case. Similarly, the toy universe model’s growth rate is determined by jerk (j) and
snap (s).
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Figure 14. Behavior of geometrical parameters for model II with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) for the lines
coloured in Rainbow, Red, Blue, Green respectively .

6. Hubble Flow Dynamics

In the early universe, cosmic inflation is one of the main paradigms to explain the
cosmological parameters, which contain phases of exponential expansion of the universe,
and it fulfills the conditions to initiate inhomogeneities on cosmological scales. We consider
the Hubble flow parameters [153–158], defined by

εi+1 = dlnεi
dN . (60)

where N is the e-folding time scale.

ε1 = 1− ä
aH2 = − Ḣ

H2 . (61)

ε2 = ε̇1
Hε1

. (62)

For inflation, ä > 0, ε1 has to be less than 1. Additionally, it is very obvious for a
vanishing inflationary epoch ε1 that it has to take the value of unity.

Here, Figure 15 upper panel and lower panel both show the parameters of the Hubble
flow, respectively for both the models. In first model, ε1 and ε2 is symmetrical about the
turnaround point, as seen in Figure 15 upper panel. ε1 displays a decreasing symmetrical
pattern in both the pre and post-bounce scenarios. As a result, we comprehend that across
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the bounce, ε1 << 1, meets the prerequisite for inflation. But in the first model, we could
not see the exit of inflation as ε2 >> 0, which needs further investigation. In Figure 15
lower panel ε1 shows a decreasing pattern in pre-bounce scenario and increasing pattern in
post-bounce scenario. But in pre and post both the cases ε1 << 1, meets the prerequisite for
inflation. In the case of the pre-bounce, H < 0, ε1 and ε̇1 < 0. In Figure 15 lower panel, we
can see that right before the bounce, ε2 < 0, which supports the theory, and immediately
after the bounce, H > 0 and epsilon2, which also supports inflation, is less than zero. At
that point, ε2 turns positive. In this case also we could not see the exit of inflation as ε1 is
not crossing 1.
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Figure 15. Behavior of Hubble flow parameters for model I (upper panel) with σ =

(0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the lines coloured in Red, Blue, Green,
Black respectively and for model II (lower panel) with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) for the lines coloured
in Red, Blue, Green, Black respectively.

7. Inflation via Scalar Field

The study of the dynamical aspects of scalar fields in cosmology is motivated by the
prediction of the presence of scalar fields in a number of fundamental physics [159–165].
In fact, the study of the early cosmos, particularly the study of inflation, is greatly aided
by scalar field cosmological models [166]. The late-time evolution of scalar field models
has also been receiving a lot of attention recently. The so-called “quintessential” scalar
field models (or slowly decaying cosmological constant models) produce a residual scalar
field that adds to the universe’s current energy density. This residual scalar field may help
solve the dark matter issue and predict an effective cosmological constant, aligning with
observations of the universe’s accelerated expansion [167,168].

Inflation [169–171] is an excellent paradigm that not only corrects the aforementioned
issues but also gives us a quantum mechanical mechanism for the formation of primor-
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dial gravity waves, scalar (density) perturbations, and tensor perturbations. The density
perturbations that inflation predicts would have a virtually flat spectrum must have their
amplitudes fixed via COBE normalization. In this section, we consider the scalar field
φ, which depends on a potential V(φ) and is minimally coupled. Therefore, in a curved
space–time, the Lagrangian will be

Lφ = −1
2
Gαβ∂αφ∂βφ−V(φ) . (63)

Here, Gαβ is the metric tensor and ∂αφ and ∂βφ are covariant derivatives. Here, we
have considered the scalar field φ and the effective GCG energy density ρ̃c; thus, the
isotropic pressure incorporated with bulk viscosity will be

ρ̃c =
φ̇2

2
+ V(φ) . (64)

p̃c =
φ̇2

2
−V(φ) . (65)

We now wish to use a scalar field to illustrate inflationary dynamics. In the context
of a scalar field framework, we have examined a flat FRW universe that is filled with
viscous GCG.

7.1. Bounce Model I

Here, we obtain the total energy density from Equations (15) and (16). By using
Equations (15) and (16) in Equations (49) and (50), we obtain the expression of φ̇2 and V(φ)
as a function of t, as follows:

φ̇2 = −12−αB

(
t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

)−α

+
12t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2 (66)

V(φ(t)) =
1
2

12−αB

(
t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

)−α

+
12t2σ2

(2 + 3t2σ)
2

 (67)

We have plotted (V(φ)− φ̇2) and φ̇2 with respect to cosmic time in the following figure.

7.2. Bounce Model-II

By using Equations (26) and (27) in Equations (64) and (65), we obtain V(φ) and φ̇2 as
follows:

V(φ(t)) = 1
2

(
48−αB

(
H0

2(6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

)−α
+

48H2
0 (6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

) (68)

φ̇2 = −48−αB
(

H2
0 (6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

)−α

+

48H2
0 (6+H0t(6+H0t(3+H0t)))2

(24+H0t(24+H0t(12+H0t(4+H0t))))2

(69)

Evolution of the scalar field is represented in Figure 16 for model I and in Figure 17
for model II. In Figure 16 (left panel) we can demonstrate that the scalar field exhibits a
decreasing pattern before and after to the bounce and that it takes an endless amount of
time to reach the turn-around point. In Figure 16 (right panel) we have plotted φ̇2 which is
symmetric around the bouncing point. The scalar field starts to exhibit increasing behaviour
close to the bounce event in Figure 17 (left panel). In Figure 17 (left panel), the difference
(V(φ)− φ̇2) is displayed. It reveals that after the bounce, (V(φ) > φ̇2), which is compatible
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with the inflationary universe after the bounce as observed in the preceding paragraph as
φ̇2) is negative in post-bounce scenario, shown in Figure 17 (right panel).
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Figure 16. Evolution of the scalar field (V(φ)− φ̇2)(left panel) and φ̇2(right panel) for model I with
σ = (0.34, 0.56, 0.86, 1.12), ρm0 = 0.32, a0 = 10.6, α = 0.6 for the lines coloured in Red, Blue, Green,
Orange respectively.
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Figure 17. Evolution of the scalar field (V(φ) − φ̇2)(left panel) with H0 = (1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.5) and
B = 2.5 for the lines coloured in Red, Blue, Green, Orange respectively and φ̇2 (right panel) in the
range of H0 < 2.5 shown by overlapping Green line for model II.

8. Concluding Remarks and Future Developments

First, we took into consideration the [136,137] bouncing scale factors from the literature.
The authors of the work cited in reference [136] examined the possibility of using f (T)
gravity to implement the matter bounce cosmology. The authors of [137] extracted the de
Sitter scale factor solution, a(t) = a0eH0t, using a0 and H0 as integration constants. In this
paper, we looked more closely at a modified scale factor to produce the bounce. The cosmic
scale factor, which connects distances at different points in time, is a time-dependent
function that depicts the universe’s expansion. The Hubble parameter extends from the
early universe and vanishes at the epoch t = 0 before continuing to climb, as expected
given the bouncing behavior (Figure 1 (left panel)). Although the bounce singularity is
visible in Figure 1 (right panel), there is also a nonsingular bounce in the middle panel.
First, using the bouncing scale factors from Equation (2) and their modified versions
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from Equation (6) along with a background fluid composed of generalized Chaplygin Gas
(GCG), we compared the nonsingular bounce cosmology. Last but not least, we showed
a singular bounce using the updated scale factor from Equation (8). The GCG energy
density decreases due to contraction in the pre-bounce scenario, reaches its lowest point
at t = 0 during the bounce, and rises due to expansion following the bounce. According
to the inflationary theory of the universe, this graphic shows a rapid increase in density
brought on by inflation, followed by a stable increase in density over the following epochs
of the cosmos.

By avoiding an initial singularity [159], bouncing cosmologies offer an alternative
to typical expanding cosmologies. The cost is caused by speculating on some potential
new physics at the bounce, which leads to the universe expanding again after a brief
period of contraction. It is still uncertain if isotropization may actually occur in physically
driven circumstances because viscosity is frequently simply parametrized in this setting.
Although the introduction of viscosity coefficients in cosmology has a long history, their
physical significance has typically been thought to be marginal or at the very least sub-
dominant. According to theories about the very early universe, neutrino decoupling is
when viscosity is thought to have the greatest influence. The authors presented microphys-
ical manifestations of viscosity and the effects of anisotropies in the early universe [105].
In our current study, the energy density is continuously and carefully developing in the
background. The bounce is clearly observable at t = 0. The dark energy era and GCG as
background fluid are supported by thermodynamic pressure, which is a negative pressure.
In Figure 3, we displayed the bulk viscous pressure and viscosity coefficient. According to
Figure 3, the viscosity coefficient is positive and the bulk viscous pressure is negative in
the early universe. As a result, even at an early stage, the bulk viscosity has a considerable
impact. The point where the matter is bouncing is where Π and ξ diverge. Once more,
it is clear that the denominator of this equation, Equation (15), reaches a value of zero at
the point of bouncing, t = 0. The growth of the reconstructed EoS parameter diverges
as a result, as seen in Figure 4 (left panel). Furthermore, in pre- and post-bounce circum-
stances, the EoS parameter crosses a phantom border. However, the right panel’s effective
EoS parameter avoids the Big Rip singularity in the post-bounce scenario but exhibits
phantom-like behavior close to the bouncing point.

We have also talked about the fractional energy density for the two examples being
investigated. The depiction of the reconstructed fractional densities across cosmic time
t in Figure 5 (left panel) makes it clear that the universe is transitioning from a structure
where matter dominates to a structure where energy dominates. As previously indicated,
the picture demonstrates how the GCG background evolution fluid suggests that dark
matter is weakening over time. We can see changes as a matter-dominated structure gives
way to an energy-dominated structure. As previously indicated, the figure demonstrates
how dark matter is becoming weaker over time while dark energy is becoming stronger
with the aid of the GCG background evolution fluid. The squared speed of sound diverges
at the model’s bouncing point in the context of Einstein’s theory of gravity. This raises the
possibility that the model is unstable at the bouncing point and necessitates additional
study. In the context of Einstein’s theory of gravity, we have performed a stability analysis
using the squared speed of sound Equation (25). The value of Vsge0 determines the model’s
stability. A negative number suggests that the model is unstable. We have plotted V2

s
with cosmic time t and added the squared speed of sound below for GCG reconstruction
approaches in Einstein’s framework for the bouncing scale factor from Equation (6).

The EoS parameter must cross the phantom split and break the NEC to achieve a
successful nonsingular bounce. The following numbers show the breaches of energy
criteria. The figures demonstrate that a singularity does not surround the bouncing epoch.
On the other hand, the energy conditions symmetrically evolve around the bouncing point.
The energy conditions ρ + P and ρ + 3P deviate from their expected values near the bounce,
as would be expected for a matter-bounce scenario. This clear indication of an energy
condition violation causes the model to evolve in the phantom phase. In Figure 11, we
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display the violation of the energy criterion for both models. The evolution of the energy
conditions in modelI is shown in the left panel, while the evolution in modelI I is shown in
the right panel. Additionally, we demonstrate in the figures that the strong energy condition
(black line) is broken and the dominant energy condition (green line) is met. The null energy
condition (red line) is barely broken near the bounce. Additionally, violating the strong
energy condition when the null energy condition is broken is an evident phenomenon.
The strong energy constraint, however, has been seen to be broken throughout the evolution
of modelI for the graphical representation and, to a lesser extent, for modelI I around the
bounce period. It is important to note that the nonsingular bounce solution is related to
the early universe’s violation of the null energy requirement. An identical observation that
supports the universe’s bouncing solution has been made in the current work. To further
consolidate our understanding, we have incorporated a cosmographic analysis for both
the cases in Figures 13 and 14. The jerk parameter (j) and snap parameter (s) are included
with the Hubble and deceleration parameters. The snap parameter monitors the jerk rate,
whereas the jerk parameter determines the rate of change in the acceleration. The sign of j
is crucial to determining whether the universe evolves since the deceleration parameter
cannot explain all cosmic dynamics. Of note, a positive jerk parameter denotes a shift in the
universe’s expansion at some time in its history. The state finder pair, also known as the (j,s)
pair, may be used to differentiate between various dark energy theories. In our study, a shift
of sign from negative to positive in the case of the jerk parameter in a post-bounce scenario
is realized in both cases. The bahaviour is consistent with pre-bounce contraction and
evident from the transition from negative to positive. One important outcome is that the
realization of the ΛCDM fixed point is impossible for the truncated scale factor. In contrast,
for the first case, the statefinder trajectory realizes the ΛCDM fixed point in the expansion
phase of the universe.

As we studied the Hubble flow dynamics, we observed in Figure 15 that the Hubble
flow parameter ε1 is <1 in the case of the truncated scale factor. Hence, the inflationary
cosmology is realizable in this case. On the contrary, this is not the case for the first choice
of scale factor. Thus, we can interpret that the second choice of the scale factor can realize
pre-bounce contraction and post-bounce inflationary expansion. In conclusion, let us
comment on the outcomes of the current study with respect to some existing works. A
recent study [154] demonstrated a model of a superbounce scenario and showed that if
the ekpyrotic phase persisted until the Big Crunch, the model bounced at the relevant
epoch. As a future study, we propose to look at the bounce cosmology in modified gravity
theories, such as f (T), and to study the consequences in a superbounce situation for various
equations of state. A stable inflationary hypothesis proposed in [164], based on the anomaly-
induced action of gravity, predicted an exceedingly rapid exponential expansion of the
universe. In [159], it was shown that it is possible to obtain one pre-inflationary semiclassical
cosmological solution that is consistent with stable exponential growth. In view of this,
we intend to extend our future study towards obtaining a pre-inflationary semiclassical
cosmological solution that is consistent with the stable exponential growth with the scale
factors under consideration [165].

In conclusion, let us comment on the newness of the outcomes of the current study
with respect to the past works on bounce cosmology in dark energy models including
modified gravity theories. One remarkable work in this direction is by [97], where the au-
thors concentrated on modified gravity aspects of early late-time acceleration, and bounce
dynamics and methodically outlined how a coherent account of inflation with the dark
energy era may be provided by utilizing the modified gravity framework through a unified
description of inflation with dark energy era. In line with the critical review presented
in [161], the current study presents bounce dynamics with Chaplygin gas as the fluid,
whose equation of state depicts the history of a universe moving through an intermediary
period from a phase where non-relativistic matter predominates to a phase where a cosmo-
logical constant predominates. Another noteworthy work in this direction is [97], where the
authors showed that F(R) gravity can describe a type IV singular bouncing cosmological
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evolution. In this context, we would like to mention that the current study has considered
the incorporation of the bulk viscosity into the bounce cosmology, and a viscous version of
Chaplygin gas has been investigated for bounce realization. Following [97], we propose to
extend this work in an F(R) framework as a future study. At this juncture, we would also
like to mention that [105] developed an energy conservation equation from a holographic
perspective while studying bounce cosmology using a generalized Nojiri–Odintsov holo-
graphic cut-off [167]. Additionally, these authors showed how the holographic bounce and
viscous fluid bounce are related. Contrary to the previous study, the current work explored
the cosmology of viscous bounces and also demonstrated a cosmographic analysis and
inflation via a scalar field in the Chaplygin gas model.
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